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Author's response to reviews:

Thank you for providing such rapid feedback on the format of my submission and my apologies for not having done this correctly the first time.

In response to the requests:

--I have included

"conflict of interest"

"authors contributions"

"acknowledgements"

--I have moved the tables to the end and deleted the figures

--I have uploaded the figures as separate documents

--I have included the IRB approval letter as a separate document

--I do not have a funding letter, but the project is financed by the World Bank and I have the following information sent to me:

“I can confirm that it is ok to use and “would do the job”. Once this is signed, it is a matter of practicalities: how to ensure the right copyright line is added to the article. Either the authors pass the info and document on to the Customer Services team or we (Claudia and I) can help and contact the Customer Services people (but would need the manuscript ID then). If the author is already in touch with Customer Services, there is no need for us here to get involved.”